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 Abstract  

This article examines women as a pillar to circumcision possesses of both becoming and 

making a man (okhuminya) among the Abanyala people in Navakholo Sub-county of 

Kakamega County.  It considers the roles and position taken by women among the Abanyala 

(A Luhya sub-ethnic group) be it mother, sisters, aunts, cousins and grandmothers in the 

entire circumcision. The Abanyala overtly display male-centeredness. This, however, may be 

superficial as the article reveals crucial, and central roles that women play in the circumcision 

rites of passage, of even the making of the Abanyala men (omusinde). It is the argument of 

the article that females are indomitable and are the actual determinants of the traditional 

Abanyala life setting and cultural practices, challenging the notion that the Abanyala are a 

patriarchal community. Method-wise, primary personal initiation experience; researcher 

participatory surveys, and active researcher observations were of utility to this study plus 

secondary sources that made points of references. The study established that women can 

never be wished away in the process of facing the knife (olukembe) among the Abanyala 

people of Navakholo. The study firmly affirms the crucial roles women play among the 

Abanyala while documenting the community’s rite of passage for posterity. 
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The Indomitable Women Position in Traditional Circumcision Ceremony as a Rite of 

Passage among the Abanyala of Kakamega, Kenya 

By 

 

Mukhwana M. Duncan 

 

Introduction  

The Nyala or Banyala or Abanyala or Avanyala, as they are interchangeably referred to, are 

the major group in Navakholo Sub-county of Kakamega County in the Western Kenya 

region. The Abanyala belong to the larger Luhya ethnicity who are the second largest Bantu 

group after the Kikuyu in Kenya. They have been perceived and depict their lives and 

activities as being a strongly patriarchal community. Their political, economic and cultural 

phenomena display an overtly male-centeredness. But this may be on the surface as the 

article will reveal very crucial, indispensable and central roles that the female MUST play in 

the rites of passage, of even the making of the Abanyala men. It is the argument of the article 

that females are indomitable and may actually be the defining factor in traditional Abanyala 

life setting and cultural practices, challenging the notion that they are a patriarchal 

community. 

Geo-politically, Abanyala are surrounded by the Abawanga, Ababukusu, Abakavalasi 

and Abachocho (abatsotso), who are part of the 25 sub-ethnic groups of the Luhya (Were, 

1967). Socio-politically, Abanyala are constituted by several clans; Avasaacha, Avakhubichi, 

Avairifuma, Avatecho, Avalanda, Avasenya, Avaafu, Avasia, Avatabani, Avaengere, 

Avasonge, Avauma, Avakangala, Avasaya, Avavenge, Avasumba, Avamisoho, Avasuu, 

Avasiondo, Avakoye, Avakwangwachi, Avahafu, Avalindo, Avalindavyoki, Avasiloli, 

Avayaya, Avamuchuu, Avamugi, Avamulembo, Avamwaya, Avamani, Avaokho, Avasakwa, 

Avaucha, Avaumwo, Avagembe, Avaero, Avachimba, Avayisa, Avayundo, Avachende, 

Avakoholo, Avasekese, Avaholo, Avachemba, Avalecha and Avacharia. These clans define 

kinships and have some peculiarities that could be a subject of another article.  

The Abanyala clans intermarry, trade locally and engage collectively in social and 

cultural practices exemplified by circumcision. The Abanyala speak Olunyala, one of the 

many Luhya dialects and they pronounce -aba- as -ava- which loosely translates to mean “of” 

or “belonging to”. The Olunyala as a dialect is easily distinguished from other luhya dialects 

by their characteristic use of ‘CH’ and ‘V’ in most of their words.  

 

Statement of the problem  

History of the Luhya has been extensively documented with a great detailed focus on the rites 

of passage. Among the Abanyala people of Navakholo Sub-county, just like the many other 

sub-ethnic groups of the Luhya, the process of making and becoming a man through 

traditional circumcision as a rite has been male dominated in writing. Yet, in practice it is 

women dominated. The theoretical exclusion of women in this rite of passage of men among 

the Abanyala has not only rendered the women powerless. But,  also marginalised them. Yet, 

women continually play a central role in the rite. Strikingly, if not documented,  this 

information is likely to disappear and be forgotten in the wake of the fast spreading hospital-

based circumcision  among the Abanyala. This occasioned this study. 
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Gographical Position 
The Abanyala are found predominantly in the former western province, presently western 

region. Administratively, they make their home in Navakholo Sub-county of Kakamega 

County on the North-Western border of the county demarcated by the River Nzoia and its 

tributary Sivilie stream, which act as their natural border with the Abavukusu of Bungoma 

County. The river Lusumu and Musamba stream demarcates the Abanyala to the East from 

the Abachocho while the famous Malaha market is a trading buffer zone from the Abawanga 

to the south. While partially, the river Mukhuluchi is their natural border with the 

Abakavalasi. Navakholo Center (located almost at the central location for all the Abanyala), 

is the administrative center for the Abanyala since the early 1900s. 

According to the national population census by the Kenya National Bureau of 

Statistics conducted in 2019, the population of the Abanyala ba Ndombi is over 153,977 with 

73,275 males and 80,702 females. The Abanyala ba Ndombi constitute 8.3% of the 

population of Kakamega county. Although most of the Abanyala ba Ndombi live in 

Navakholo sub-county, a rural area, an increasing percentage of the Abanyala are invoking 

agentive mobility and migrating and settling to urban centers like Eldoret, Kisumu, Nairobi, 

Kakamega, Mombasa with others working and or settling without the country. This 

phenomenon in itself is a threat to the cultural survival of the Abanyala people. 
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Source: Kakamega District Development Plan (2002-2010) 
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Mythical Origin 

According to the myths of the Abanyala, the earth (esialo/esivala) and human beings (avanju) 

were created by Were Khakava and Avanyala traditionally believed in and worshipped only 

Were khakava/Were wo’mwikulu. Were was traditionally worshipped through the ancestral 

spirits of our dead relatives (evakuka/emisambwa kya avakuuka) who were the intermediaries 

of the Abanyala with Were. However, the ancestral spirits were traditionally both malevolent 

and benevolent and they were appeased with animal sacrifices ranging from cow, goat, sheep 

to chicken. Among the contemporary Abanyala, Christianity and Islamic religions have taken 

deep roots.  

 

Child Birth   

Traditionally among the Abanyala, children were considered a communal assert and having 

many children was viewed as gifts and abundance of blessings from God (avana sianwa 

ne’khabi khuchula khu Were). Childlessness was considered a big misfortune and 

predominantly attributed to women and interpreted as a curse (esilamo). This was 

demonstrated in the saying that Okhwiwula khukhira okhunia.  

Child birth among Abanyala traditionally took place home and the birth of a boy child 

(omusoliri) was uniquely announced with olukalakasa, which pronounced the planting of 

ekonge as regarded by the community. On the other hand, the birth of a girl child was 

signified by loud silence which denoted the begetting of ekhere as implied by the Abanyala 

that upon marriage the girl (omukhana) jumped out of her parental home.  

At the birth of a boy, the placenta (engovi) and the umbilical cord (olulero) were 

buried at a hidden spot in the banana plantation right behind the hut. The secrecy of engovi 

and olulero was for protection from abalosi who were hellbent to ruining lineages among 

Avanyala. After birth, elaborate initiation ceremonies were performed to the boy (omusoliri) 

among the vanyala to mark the transition from boyhood (omusoliri) into manhood 

(omusacha). These ceremonies were epitomized in circumcision (okhukhewa). Circumcision 

(okhukhewa) among avanyala was traditionally a public affair that was heavily punctuated by 

women at different junctures of the elaborate ceremony.  

 

Circumcision among Abanyala  ba Mukhamba 

Abanyala still strongly hold on the traditional circumcision ceremony (okhuminya) as the 

climax passage rite into adulthood from childhood by the boys. The ceremony was 

traditionally referred to as okhwingira, contemporary okhuminya. The mythical origin of 

circumcision among the Abanyala is borrowed from the abavukusu one. They could have 

picked the practice from abavukusu during migration. This is explained by the factor that 

Abanyala of Busia do not circumcise, so the Abanyala circumcision might have been an 

influence from interacting with other groups, especially the abavukusu. This is evidenced by 

the similarities that exist between the Abanyala and abavukusu circumcision ceremonies. The 

long and elaborate process of okhwingira among Abanyala started unconsciously when 

teenage boys started to simulate the process especially during their designated social 

responsibilities of taking care of family livestock. At this time the teenage boys innovatively 

made jingles like instruments from the maize stalks or tree leaves. The maize stalks/tree 

leaves (amakata) are simulated as boys sing and cheer on each other. This is, however, the 

preliminary stage in the process and is done mostly in the grazing grounds. In most cases, the 

boy that simulates in the grazing grounds (mukewa) is seen not to be mature and courageous 
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yet. Such a boy is given time to gather enough courage and mature in a process termed 

okhukonera. However, the teenage boy who is ready will simulate on the road and at home 

and the boy shall courageously face the father to tell him his readiness to face the knife 

(olukembe). At this point the teenager tends to be stubborn and occasionally looks down 

upon women including his own mother as a way of proving a point to his father.   

Upon seeing the stubbornness, the paternal grandmother teases the boy using engeso 

by simulating on the boy’s ear how the cut (okhukhewa) feels like. The process was for 

determining the boy’s decisiveness to face olukembe. If the boy gets scared of the 

grandmother’s tease or he cries, then, he will have okhukonera until the next season. After 

the paternal grandmother confirming to the boy’s father the boy’s braveness to face 

olukembe, the father silently starts the preparations and at some point, before the active 

season of okhuminya begins, the father sends the boy to his maternal grandmother to inform 

his uncles of his intentions. On arrival, the maternal grandmother performs a similar exercise 

like the one the paternal grandmother performed and having proved the braveness of the boy, 

the maternal grandmother informs the boy’s maternal uncles who equally embark on their 

preparations.  

On return from the maternal grandmother, the boy starts preparing jingles (okhuwowa 

enyimba). This is a process where the boy has to look for a special shrub termed enundu 

which he cuts and returns home to secretly dry in the sun. The secrecy of sun drying is to 

ensure his enundu are not taken and converted into enjeyo, which automatically made the boy 

okhukonesa. Traditionally, the boys got enyimba from their predecessors, the initiates of the 

previous season in exchange for chicken as a token of appreciation. The moment enundu ni 

chiniala, the boy uses them okhuwoya enyimba which happens towards the end of June every 

even year, the boy then starts practicing okhukhupa Enyimba at night in a process of 

okhuminya. During the entire period until the boy is circumcised, enyimba are kept outside 

the house especially on house roofs. Okhuminya is a process that takes place from the end of 

June through August when okhukhevana starts.  

Okhuminya is the process where the boy trains on okhukhupa enyimba at night from 

around 9:00 pm to almost midnight daily while a group of youth cheer him. Cheering the boy 

on during the training is what loosely translates to okhuminya omusinde. This process instills 

in the boy courage and endurance to face olukembe symbolizing the tough life he shall lead 

as a man. Okhuminya is accompanied with lots of singing and dancing which gives the entire 

ceremony the hype that makes it a long-awaited ceremony.  

In August, the boy is given a timetable and a list of relatives to be invited in a 

ceremony tapped okhulanga. This is a ceremony where the boy with enyimba and escorted by 

a group of cheerers in chants and songs termed avasinde visit the relatives in accordance with 

schedule to invite them to witness as he faces olukembe on the material day. The key people 

to be invited are avasenge, avang’ina/avamayi, avakhocha and avavakoki. These are people 

who play a key role mukhukhewa khwa omwana. Traditionally, okhulanga happened in five 

days; a day each for ekholo, avasenge, avang’ina, avavakoki and finally khocha on the eve of 

okhukhewa. Normally, maternal uncles (khocha) are the last people to be invited on the eve 

of okhukhewa which symbolizes the cardinal position of the mother (women) in the entire 

process. Each and every person invited gives a token to the boy (okhufuwa omusinde) as an 

appreciation for the invitation.  

On the eve of okhukhewa, the boy is escorted by avasinde on a visitation mission to 

invite the maternal uncles (khocha) to come and witness his transition into 
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manhood/adulthood. On this day, the boy goes okhulanga avakhochang’ene bare chested. 

Upon arrival at khocha’s place khocha in an effort to establish if the boy truly is ready to face 

olukembe attempts to snatch enyimba from the boy. If the boy lets go off his enyimba, then 

he will have to wait for the next season. But, if the boy successfully resists khocha’s 

attempts, then khocha proceeds with the okhulama ritual, which is a cautionary ritual to the 

boy not to be a coward and embarrass his uncles by crying (okhuria) when eventually 

olukembe is unleashed to him. In an attempt to exorcise the last potion of fear in the boy, 

kocha slaps the boy in the process of okhulama. The maternal uncle there after presents the 

boy his gift of a bull or slaughters one in honour of the boy’s braveness and is added a goat. 

If the bull is slaughtered, khocha downs the boy a neckless made from esikoko as a take home 

present. Esikoko will hang in the boy’s neck the entire return journey symbolizing ekhoni. 

The journey home with ekhoni is a test of endurance for the in his determination to face 

olukembe. Before departure for home, if a bull is slaughtered in the boy’s hounour, khocha 

decorated the boy’s chest with ovusee from the slaughtered bull, a reason why the boy visits 

his maternal side bare chested. This ritual is what transforms omusoliri into omusinde.  

On his return journey, they boy (now omusinde) must take a different route from the 

one he used while visiting khocha for invitation. This was meant to evade any spell (oulosi) 

that could have been cast on his initial route. It is only after khocha gives ekhoni that 

omusoliri metamorphosizes into omusinde. On arrival home, omusinde is received by the 

father (simwana) with pomp and singing as the senge to omusinde join in the chanting and 

cheers. After the reception, simwana unpacks esikoko from the omusinde’s neck and 

omusinde’s paternal kukhu receives it. This esikoko was traditionally a preserve of 

omusinde’s paternal kukhu to enjoy it. Omusinde was then permitted some brief rest on the 

evening of the penultimate day. During this period most of the invited guests arrive including 

avang’ina and avavakoki. Once avavakoki are settled in the house, omusinde is brought out 

for okhuminya at night. As the okhuminya progresses outside the house, avavakoki remain 

inside the house partaking of busaa using esekhe restricted to the men only.  

At around midnight, omusinde is taken behind the house to be checked by the 

specialist who will perform the cut on omusinde (omukhevi). Omukhevi checks a variety of 

things: if omusinde has etole or kefundikha or we’moni or nikecheresa (okhwovia) simply 

omusinde mukololofu. This enables omukhevi to adequately prepare himself for the task 

ahead of him. In addition, after checking omukhevi will decide which style to use on the 

omusinde. If omusinde for instance mufundikhe, omukhevi must kesirikhe so that alove 

okhonona omwana khulwanyi or if omusinde has etole which has special knife used, 

omukhevi must combine the ordinarily doble cut into a single strake termed chimula.  This 

explains why traditionally, omukhevi had to sleep in the home in which he will be performing 

the ritual.  

In the meantime, vakoki’s busaa pot is never allowed to run empty the entire night 

and it was the duty of ng’ina wa omusinde assisted by one of the vakoki’s wife to constantly 

and consistently refill the pot. At around half past midnight, eats a special meal before 

omusinde is allowed to have a nap for two to three hours.  

At around 3’oclockin the morning of the material day, omusinde is waken up for a 

special ritual to remind him it is down and no matter what happens he must face olukembe 

and not even death can make him evade olukembe. This was done with a special song; lero 

wasiere, which acts as a preliminary preparation for okhumana. Just before omusinde departs 
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for musirova, he undergoes yet another okhulama from khocha who goes first followed by 

avavakoki among them simwana.  

Immediately, after okhulama, omusinde is enroute for musirova with a special song; 

lero khwamana which is meant to psychologically prepare omusinde for what lays ahead. The 

journey for musirova is a unique one for two reasons: omusinde departs for it in the western 

direction and it’s an exclusive journey for circumcised men only. On arrival musirova, the 

men stay at a distance away (keeps bay), while omusinde is escorted musitosi by trusted 

maternal and paternal uncles and two or three other respectable clansmen.  

The uncles play a very important role in the rite of passage. For instance, while at 

musitosi, omusinde is ordered to ease himself under strict supervision of khocha, lest he runs 

away from olukembe. Thereafter, omusinde is ordered to immerse totally in the waters of the 

river or stream with the essence probably of making the body numb while socking it up for 

okhumana. In the meantime, the paternal uncle gets a special twig; omusukuni from a special 

tree omulaa. The twig must be broken on a single strake attempt and all its resultant leaves 

picked. But, if the single strake doesn’t succeed, then the twig is not plugged and therefore 

the whole concept of omusukuni is completely abandoned.  

The paternal uncle equally goes for the special crowning grass namely wututu which 

is used to crown omusinde musitosi by mounting it on his head using etosi. The trusted 

khocha is then tasked with the responsibility of okhumana omusinde. Khocha starts the 

process of okhumana with a unique mud slap on the chest meant to diffuse any remnant 

traces of fear in omusinde and finalizes okhumana with crown omusinde with wututu. This is 

a carefully crafted crown on omusinde’s head using keenly knit mud and wututu grass.  

Once done with okhumana, khocha leads omusinde out of musitosi to where the other 

men (avakomeresi) are waiting.  The people from musitosi then sandwich omusinde while 

they match him to face olukembe. Escorting omusinde home from musiroba, avakomeresi 

lead the way while the small group that was musitosi follow. The essence of avakomeresi is 

to both clear/create the way and to neutralize any spell that could have been placed in the 

way of omusinde.  

From musitosi, omusinde is brought khulwanyi from the eastern direction and as he 

approaches, a trusted and respectable senge runs to intercept omusinde with a cooking stick 

right from boiling porridge a decorates the lips of omusinde as a warning of how olukembe 

shall feel. Omusinde is then received by simwana who positions him at a prepared spot for 

the cut (okhukhewa).  From musitosi, omusinde is escorted khulwanyi with the song/chant; 

yikulira eng’ombe papa which then changes as they near the home to yikulira chilote.  

Once strategically positioned, simwana orders; esimbo amukulu!!!! And at this time 

avang’ina with tight rubs around their stomachs sit on the floor inside the house with their 

legs stretched straight (okhulambisa). Omukhevi then moves in to perform the ritual and once 

done, women bust out okhukalakasa and everyone breaks out in song and dance in praise on 

the brave boy now termed omufulu. Simwana then helps omufulu sit khunjeve brought by 

omufulu’s young female cousin who is yet to attain puberty, traditionally conferred to as 

namachengeche. Simwana then rubs omufulu in a new blanket as people continue to dance 

round around omufulu they offer him gifts.  

Upon sitting down, namachengeche is led by simwana to scope watutu from 

omufulu’s head with both hands and put it khulucho. Namachengeche with the help of the 

paternal grandmother are tasked with responsibility of cooking for omufulu that is if a special 

ritual has not been performed for the mother tapped echio. Shortly after, people disperse and 
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simwana leads omufulu into his makeshift shelter named ekombe in a backpedaling position. 

This is followed by okhulumia olukumba, a ritual that is performed to allow him start having 

meal and namachengeche is central in this ritual. 

Ekombe is the special home for omfulu which was a nursing place until omuflu heals 

contemporary from August until December when he is unveiled as a true man in a ritual 

termed okhwalukha. After okhwalukha which loosely translates to getting out, omufulu 

transitions into omutembete. Just before okhwalukha, women relatives from the maternal side 

avang'ina and avakhocha come with gifts and presents in a celebration tapped Okhutucha. 

This a maternal ceremony that is meant to congratulate omufulu for his braveness in facing 

olukembe and making the proud by neither crying nor bolting out. Okhwalukha is an 

elaborate and extensive process. Ekombe was a temporary structure made from banana leaves 

(amasanja) and the same are utilized in making the beddings for omufulu. While mwikombe, 

omufulu’s meals were only prepared and served by namachengeche or the paternal 

grandmother only and the utensils used by omufulu mwikombe never go back home or are 

used by any other person for they remain mwikombe throughout. Once omufulu is in his 

ekombe his treatment starts and he is treated by a trusted elderly herbalist who uses enguu, a 

traditional herb known for managing and treating wounds among Avanyala. The treatment 

continues until omufulu is fully healed. Even after he is healed, he continues to stay 

mwikombe until December when the ceremony for okhwalukha takes place. Omufulu lasts 

mwikombe from August to December, lately for convenience December 12
th

 mostly when 

they collectively celebrate their entry into manhood. On the night of the eve of December 

12
th

, the avafulu sets ekombe on fire termed okhusamba amasanja and they escape to a 

central hiding place preferably khulwanda. Everything he used while mwikombe goes up in 

flames with the ekombe in its entirety.   

While escaping from ekombe that was up in flames, omufulu takes the western 

direction with his reeds torch which must not go off until he reaches khulwanda. The torch 

going off was a sign of bad omen on the man to be in his yet to be manhood life. As they 

escape, they shout; kwayaaa!!! Kwayaaa!!! This symbolically implied the burning of 

childhood in its entirety as they successfully escape into adulthood as a man. Past midday on 

December 12
th 

paternal uncle goes to bring omufulu home. The paternal uncle orders omufulu 

to shower for the last time in childhood after which the team that had gone to pick him line 

up in celebration of the victorious journey into manhood as they chant: mayi wundakhanga, 

lero ngolengo, with the twigs of the omulaa tree.   

On arriving home, omufulu publicly undresses where women witness the successful 

transition of their son into manhood from boyhood. The transition ceremony is marked by 

okhulaama by the father or a trusted and respectable clan elder older than simwana. During 

okhulama, the omutembete is given critical and crucial lessons into manhood symbolized by 

piecing a spear inside a granary tapped okhuwuna efumo musiaki.  

After the ritual, feasting follows with the mother to omutembete serving her son his 

first meal as a man. The omutembete in the few days that follow will revisit the people he 

invited to witness his okhukhewa to announce his new status. In turn, the people give him 

present and gifts mostly chicken that he is to rear as his first possessions in his adulthood. 

This elaborate process that ends in late December marked the boy’s transition from boyhood 

into adulthood. 

Crucially, then women, and maternal relatives play a pivotal role in the making of a 

Munyala man from a boy. This interesting, because, being an operation for females, one 
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would have expected a community that is depicted as patriarchal, to make it a men-only 

affair. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendations  

The article assessed women as a key component for the production in how a man is made 

among the Abanyala people in Kakamega County. The study detailed the process of male 

circumcision among the Abanyala and broadly with an insightful perspective punctuated the 

process with the crucial role played by women in the community’s rite of passage. The 

circumcision ceremony among the Abanyala was social oriented and founded on the 

women’s position in the process, which mandated the transition from boyhood into manhood 

among the Abanyala. The article achieved two key objectives; it reclaimed the position of 

women as the owners and makers of the Abanyala while it documented the Abanyala rite of 

passage for archiving for the Abanyala’s posterity. The process is deconstructive in many 

ways because it successfully challenges the prevailing notion that the Abanyala are a 

patriarchal community. The article recommends more studies into the roles of women in the 

other rites of passage in other to determine the authenticity of the Abanyala being a 

patriarchal community, a challenge the author portents to take up in the subsequent 

researches among the avanyala of Navakholo.  
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